SMART MCI BAG

TSG

™

enhancing scene management

Key points:
•

Instant MCI grab bag

•

Backpack design enabling easy
transportation

•

Triage for up to 100 casualties

•

Comes complete with 4 SMART
Triage Pack s and a SMART
Commander
TM

TM

•

Space for additional MCI equipment

The SMART MCI Bag is a complete grab bag enabling
rapid response with all the resources required to manage a
mass casualty event
TM

SMART TRI PACK™
™

The SMART TRI PACK allows responders to perform rapid life saving
interventions while conducting effective triage.
Designed around the most frequently selected equipment to quickly treat
™
life threatening injuries, the SMART TRI PACK helps improve the ability
to respond to multiple trauma patients.
™

Customise the SMART TRI PACK to fit with local protocols.
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY & PATENTS: WWW.SMARTMCI.COM/IMG/PATENTS.HTML

FOR TRIAGE THAT WORKS.

www.smartmci.com

SMART EQUIPMENT

™

for triage that works

SMART TRIAGE PACK™
The SMART TRIAGE PACK™ gives the ultimate practical solution
to effective on scene triage. By holding the key triage equipment, it
initiates a systematic and thorough response, allowing for the rapid
triage of adults and children at any scene, which has proven
invaluable in enhanced control.
Contents include 20 SMART TAG™s, 20 SMART CBRNE TAG™s,
a SMART TAPE™ and light-sticks for identifying casualties in low
light.

SMART TAG™
The SMART TAG™ is a comprehensive all-risk Triage Tag.
The folded design allows for effective triage that is quick and
simple, allowing you to reprioritise your casualty quickly without
losing information.
Made from durable materials, the SMART TAG™ will survive the
worst of conditions. The highly visible design enables quick
identification of patient priority, speeding up the treatment of
critical patients.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY & PATENTS: WWW.SMARTMCI.COM/IMG/PATENTS.HTML

SMART COMMANDER™
Designed for ease of use, the SMART COMMANDER™ acts as a
mobile command point providing a structured response to both
routine incidents and multiple casualty events.
This flexible tool kit has proven to be effective all over the world.

The detachable CBRNE, fire ground and hospital control boards
enable an ordered response system and an efficient handover that
speeds up decision making.

FOR TRIAGE THAT WORKS.

www.smartmci.com

